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About the Project
Learn Engage Create has a clear goal – to develop training
for Creative Companies senior staff to increase their
knowledge and skills regarding partnering with Higher
Education Institutes (HEIs), as a step to further innovation and
growth. The overall aim is to ll a gap in VET provision by
developing a valued training resource to be used both
directly by Creative Companies and by mainstream SME
support providers to improve their services to this growing
sector.
Across Europe governments wish to “Unlock the potential of
cultural and creative industries” given their positive impact on
economic, cultural and social development. More specically,
policy focuses on promoting technical and “soft” innovation to
help individual Creative Companies achieve their potential
and become high growth SMEs. In practice though, Creative
Companies are unlike other types of SMEs and face different
barriers to innovation, including constant battles between
creative value v commercial value.

Traditional business education has not often responded well
to Creative Companies needs, but fortunately many
universities are generating collaborative projects for Creative
and Cultural Industry partners, sharing applied research,
technology applications and clustering. Beginning in 2010,
the SUPORT (www.suport-project.eu) project developed
resources to train SMEs to successfully collaborate and
access innovation alongside HEIs.
Learn Engage Create will adapt these resources specically
for Creative Company managers and employees. The project
is led by Northern Chamber of Commerce, representing over
1500 companies in West Pomerania and includes Prestige
Brand, a successful Polish Creative Company, a French
innovation expert, a UK specialist in elearning and digital
marketing and the European BIC Network, reaching enterprise
support providers all over Europe.

What are the Creative Industries?
The creative industries refers to a range of economic activities
which are concerned with the generation or exploitation of
knowledge and information. They are also sometimes referred
to as the cultural industries.
The creative economy comprises advertising, architecture, art,
crafts, design, fashion, lm, music, performing arts, publishing,
R&D, software, toys and games, TV and radio, and video
games. The creative industries have been seen to become
increasingly important to economic well-being, proponents
suggesting that “human creativity is the ultimate economic
resource,” and that “the industries of the twenty-rst century will

depend increasingly on the generation of knowledge through
creativity and innovation.”
The creative industries in Europe make a signicant
contribution to the EU economy, creating about 3% of EU GDP
– corresponding to an annual market value of €500 billion –
and employing about 6 million people. In addition, the sector
plays a crucial role in fostering innovation, in particular for
devices and networks.

Our Aim is clear
LEC will create, among other valuable deliverables, a
comprehensive workshop for SMEs in the Creative and Cultural
Industries (CCI) that will engage them in partnering with Higher
Education Institutes (HEI) for innovation. In addition an
innovative e-learning platform will be offered for improving CCI
innovation. Both the workshop and the e-learning will be freely
available to all stakeholders.
The project will adapt and enrich existing resources
developed under the SUPORT (www.suport-project.eu)
project for focussed use with Creative Companies. Specically
it will:
• Gain an indepth understanding of the barriers that Creative

Companies face regarding access to HEI research and
innovation commercialisation.
• Adapt existing content to create a new, multilingual, training
delivered via:
- User friendly roadmaps
- Class room based training course for use by enterprise
support providers
- Online self-guided learning materials for CC staff
- Guarantee the materials’ effectiveness via a thorough pilot
testing process
- Ensure widespread uptake through comprehensive
dissemination focussing on Creative Companies, support
bodies and traditional enterprise support agencies
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Helping Creative Businesses
collaborate with Higher Education Institutes

Copyright:
most important (cross sector)

Cost
Insuﬃcient understanding
by HEI of commercial
pressures

In exible working hours

Timeframes
– sometimes diﬃcult
to hold HEI to deadlines
Improved market
knowledge

You will have better knowledge
about the market
via HEI market analysis (data vs intuition)

You can achieve greater
pro ts and lower costs
You can better meet the needs
of your target customers

You will ensure better use
of better knowledge

Trade secrets are increasing
the value of a product by
maintaining it non-public,
with information on its
commercial value treated
con dentially as well.

More rarely needed and not
always involving innovative
steps in the creative industry
sector.

Why do IPR?

Collaboration with
a University has its

A key challenge is

CHALLENGES

IPR

Assessment of SME project
potential – SME must satisfy
eligibility criteria

The

Networking is great for sharing ideas
and knowledge, discovering opportunities
and extending your reach via new connections

PREPARATION
Your rst step
is

Types/Forms
of Collaboration

Technology
Transfer Programmes

HEI* Business Engagement
Programmes & Structures

Private Investors

But there are no barriers
that you cannot overcome
with correct

COLLABORATION

Primary research, internships,
joint projects, etc. Clusters are an especially
powerful way to collaborate

Enterprise Agencies/Centres

Science/Innovation
Centres

to help you get ready

This is YOUR roadmap
to successful INNOVATION

formula is:
Your creativity +
University's technical
excellence
= €€€

Representative organisations
e.g. Chambers of Commerce

Non-Government support
organisations (contacts,
project scoping, advocacy,
sometimes funding
but ad-hoc)

FACILITATORS

Sign up for our free workshop
Take advantage of our free e-learning

What This Means For You?

Business Incubators

Government programmes
which broker links
between SMEs and HEIs

and there are many

www.lec-project.eu

BENEFITS

Research Foundations
(e.g. Fraunhofer, Max Planck)

Funding support
(e.g. innovation voucher)

(Intellectual Property Rights)

NEED
MORE HELP?

Collaboration with
a University
has its

Access to Industry-leading
Knowledge, Expertise
and Creativity

Domains play a critical role
for brands to be recognised
in the market, especially
at the global level.
The protection of domain
names and the related
recovery of them is
progressively more and more
important for creative SMEs.

Patent/Utility Models

Because creativity is an individual asset
to be commoditised and protected as property in order
for the owner to bene t of it for the nancing
of his/her activity

(which we can help
you overcome)

Improved
products/services

The attractiveness of a
product is, in the majority of
cases, based on its design. For
increasing its commercial
value and its survival on the
market, it needs a protection
via IPR legal tools.

Trade Secrets

Types

Agreeing on
common objectives

Reduce time
to market

You can turn ideas into
real solutions quickly

Brand - sector speci c

Working with excessive
bureaucracy

Improved credibility

You will attain higher levels of TRUST.
An essential cornerstone

Fighting illegal distribution
and copying of copyrighted
material can reduce the
present dramatic distressing
eﬀect on industries like
music, media, entertainment
and software. In addition to
this, it is the only possible
way of protection for items
generated by these
industries.

Design - sector speci c

Venture Capital
Organisations

Individual Investors
e.g. ‘Business Angels’

CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT
(sets out IPR parameters)

SCOPE OUT the project

AWARENESS

Objectives

Networking

Work Programme
We provide you with a framework that
logically structures a successful collaboration process
Selected tools provide leverage at each step

Real-world, practical "success stories".
Provides insights and motivation

Collaboration
Framework and Tools

Examples
of Collaboration

Are YOU in one of these Creative & Cultural industries (CCI)?
Architecture

Advertising

Arts and
antique markets

Crafts

Design

Designer
Fashion

Film, video
and photography

Music and the
visual and
performing arts

Publishing

Radio

Software, computer
and electronic
publishing

Television

They are based on Intangible assets
While intangible assets don't have the
obvious physical value of a factory or
equipment, they can prove very valuable
for a rm and can be critical to its longterm success or failure.

They make up the new
Experience Economy
This new economy is built on new forms of
value creation where the dominant part of the
value transaction is immaterial of character.

Take "pride" in your impact
on the economy
Based on comparative European reports, it is
widely acknowledged
that these sectors contribute considerably
to economic growth and employment. Roughly
speaking, 3% of the EU work force
and 3.3 % of European GDP are generated from
the creative industries.

Responsibilities

Time Schedule

Costs

Business Support Units

